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The normal flora (NF) is the most complex, diverse and integrated organ system of *H. sapiens*, involving microbiota (16S) and mycobiota (18S), with greater than a 1,000 phylotypes (called operational taxonomic units). These are mostly organized into a recalcitrant 3-D architecture of a mixed species biofilm, attached to biotic, (sloughing mucosal surface) and abiotic surfaces (often, indwelling medical devices-IMDs). This human microbial signature (HMS) is distinct for each person, addressing a 4 stage microbial clock that is today best defined utilizing phyla based “cluster analysis” and metagenomics. The HMS changes with age and is a potential predictor of health or disease, oral and systemic, most recently recognized in 3 distinct enterotypes in stool flora.

Biofilm associated diseases (BAD) are often associated with an unbalanced biofilm bioburden (ecological hypothesis), and linked to a growing number of serious oral and systemic diseases as an unrecognized global problem, paralleling the dramatic changes in the microbiota/mycobiota with age, from birth to death. These 30 diseases include diabetes, obesity, chronic infections, low birth weight babies, endocarditis, lower respiratory infection, but emphasize atherosclerosis, cardiovascular disease and arthritis. This is particularly evident for elderly patients prior to hospitalization. Disease mediation is both 1) microbial bioburden and 2) inflammatory associated, the later via chronic inflammation employing molecular mimicry. Biofilm pathogenicity is linked to the 4 cyclic stages (I-IV) with “colonization resistance” and multi-drug resistance (MDR) most clinically evident.

Utilizing quantitative 3-D animated microscopic images and SEM, teaching emphasis will address the collateral damage of an unbalanced microbial flora to diseases associated with IMDs, high-lighting new international strategies, utilizing daily, 1) mechanical debridement, 2) aseptic ashes, 3) selected pre and probiotics (replacement therapy) and 4) anti-infectives, returning the NF organ system to healthy microbes, birth to death [tailored-comprehensive care] (T-CC). For optimum benefit, however, these 4 options must be coupled to the human microbial clock, best defined by “cluster analysis” and metagenomics utilizing OTUs.
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